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Introduction

Diamonds are fantastic – and in so many ways! Fabulous to be given I hear,
beautiful to gaze upon, relentless when it comes to scratching things, hilarious to play with on your upper lip, intriguing to investigate and, believe me,
a worthy challenge to make… Funny thing is – diamonds are merely carbon
atoms, not very different from the charcoal used in the outdoor grill.
How is it that diamonds have had such impact on history, are so prominent in fictional stories, are so successfully used in diverse technological
settings, and even affect people’s moods? The short answer is: The carbon
atoms in diamonds are sp3-hybridized. The way the electrons around the
carbon nuclei arrange themselves in space decides how each atom will connect to surrounding atoms, and therefore determines most of the properties
of the material. This is the essence of materials science – to understand the
connection between the chemical constitution and structure of a material and
its perceived properties.
From a technological point of view, the most outstanding property of
diamond is its hardness. It is the hardest material found to date. Additionally,
it is the best heat conductor and has the highest speed of sound. It is transparent over a wide range of wavelengths and chemically resistant to almost
everything at normal temperatures. These are all desirable properties that can
help to solve a large variety of engineering problems.
Unfortunately all these beneficial properties of diamond also pose challenges for technological utilization. The hardness makes it difficult to grind
diamond into complex 3D shapes and because of the chemical resistance it is
difficult to etch out shapes. The transparency complicates the use of lasers
for shaping and cutting. Hence there is a need for technology that facilitates
fabrication of diamond components with close geometrical tolerances. This
motivated the development of replication and bodybuilding, which will be
thoroughly described. With this technology very well defined three dimensional synthetic diamond components can be produced. Additionally, a few
applications, possibly benefiting from such shapes, have been explored.
Diamond is known as a “low friction and wear material”. This is, however, not always true. Friction not only depends on the materials involved,
but is influenced by many other factors. In the case of diamond, the surrounding environment has a profound impact on friction and wear. This dependence limits the suitability of moving mechanical assemblies made from
diamond for example in vacuum or other special settings. From an engineer9

ing point of view it is therefore desirable to understand the mechanisms governing the friction of diamond. These mechanisms were studied using samples produced using the replication and bodybuilding concept. To characterize the surfaces, advanced materials physics methods have been employed.
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About Diamond

The diamond crystal
A diamond crystal is entirely made up of carbon atoms. Bonding in diamond
is of the pure covalent type, i.e. the electron density along the chemical bond
is symmetrical along the bond axis between two carbon nuclei. Each carbon
atom covalently bonds to four other carbon atoms with a tetrahedral orientation. To picture this, the carbon atom is placed in the centre of a cube, Fig. 1
(left). The bonds will then point towards the two diagonal corners on one
side of the cube and towards the other two diagonal corners on the opposite
side of the cube. The lattice is built up by the repeating units pictured in Fig.
1 (right). This type of structure can be viewed as two interpenetrating face
centered cubic lattices, where one is shifted from the other along the body
diagonal by a quarter of the unit cell in each dimension.

Figure 1. On the left is a conceptual visualization of the increased density of electrons responsible for the diamond bonds (sp3). The arrangement of carbon atoms in
the diamond unit cell (right).
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Chemical bonds in carbon materials
The bonds between carbon atoms are short and have relatively high dissociation energy. This makes them stiff, which will have implications for several
material properties. Another important aspect is that they are difficult to
bend sideways, out of their tetragonal angles. Because of this constraint, the
diamond crystal is not close-packed (12 nearest neighbors).
The carbon atom has six electrons. Two go into each of the 1s, 2s and 2p
orbitals. The 2s and 2p orbitals can be combined to form different hybrid
configurations. For example, the diamond bond is the so called sp3 hybrid,
Fig.1. There are two other ways to combine the 2s and 2p orbitals. These
are the sp2 and sp1 hybrids and yield the graphite bonds, Fig. 2 and the inter-carbon bond in acetylene, respectively. The bond arising from the increased electron density along the inter-nuclei axis is called a V–bond. The
sp2 hybrid facilitates the so called S-bond, which exhibits an increased electron density off of the bond-axis in a twofold symmetrical way. The sp1 hybrid shows a similar pattern but with a fourfold symmetry, essentially consisting of two S–bonds with a 90° rotational displacement. These different
hybridizations give rise to different bonding energies, with the sp1 being the
strongest, since it has the largest concentration of electrons between the two
carbon nuclei.
There are many molecules that contain mixtures of the different hybridizations, for example unsaturated fatty acids and carotene (the molecule responsible for the color of the carrot). Ordinary charcoal consists of all three
types of bonding, although the sp2 is predominant. The last couple of decades, carbon-based materials that comprise mixtures of all hybridizations
have been manufactured. By tailoring the extent of each bond-type, different
properties of the resulting material can be obtained.

Figure 2. To the left is shown the increased density of electrons leading to the graphite V-bonds (sp2). The p-orbital responsible for S-bonding is not shown. On the right
side is a graphite nano-particle with the unit cell indicated.
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Diamonds are not forever
At temperatures and pressures compatible with life, the stable form of carbon is graphite. Diamond is merely metastable, Fig. 3. This means diamond
is not the lowest energy form of carbon, and it will eventually transform to
graphite. Fortunately, the activation energy for transforming the sp3 bonds of
the diamond crystal into the sp2 bonds of the graphitic structure is very high
in comparison to the gain in energy. Therefore the transformation process is
extremely slow and can not even be quantified during the life-time of a person – after all, most natural diamonds are about two billion years old! The
transformation is easier to initiate at crystal defects, which means the more
perfect the diamond, the longer it will last. Since the transformation is activation energy dependent, diamonds should not be heated. Reports indicate
that in vacuum at about 1500°C, the rate of transformation is detectable 2. It
should be noted that in the presence of oxygen, diamond will oxidize at
much lower temperatures than that. At about 600°C the surface of the crystal will start to show a slow degradation, which will increase in rate with
increasing temperature. Iron will dissolve the carbon atoms of diamond at
800 °C due to a catalytic effect on the transformation of diamond into graphite. This is actually used as a way to polish flat areas of diamond.

Figure 3. The phase-diagram of carbon. In our normal environment, graphite is the
stable phase, whereas diamond is metastable. Because of the high activation barrier
for the transformation to graphite, diamond can exist at room temperature.
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Mechanical properties
The most renowned property of the diamond crystal is its exceptional hardness – it is by far the hardest material found in nature. Hardness is here understood as the resistance to lasting deformation caused by mechanical
stress. Deformation in crystalline materials is caused by the movement of
crystal defects, most notably dislocations. Propagation of the dislocations
involves breaking the inter-atomic bonds by bending, and reforming new
bonds at another angle. Because the sp3-hybrid bonds are highly directed the
activation energy to move the dislocation is very high and any dislocation is
effectively pinned. This explains the extreme hardness of diamond, and the
most widespread industrial use of diamond, grinding and polishing of “hard
materials”, relies on this mechanism.
The elastic constant of diamond is also the highest of any material. Even
at 1300°C it is stiffer than the second stiffest material at room temperature,
boron nitride. The reason for the high elastic modulus is also connected to
the chemical bonds of the diamond crystal. The bonds themselves are stiff
and, additionally, have components in all spatial directions. Therefore the
crystal is very stiff in all directions. Since the density of bonds and their
angles vary between crystal planes, the stiffness is not the same in all directions of a single crystal. In the plane of the graphene sheets, graphite actually
has a higher elastic constant than diamond. On the other hand, the modulus
in the perpendicular direction is very low. A randomly oriented polycrystalline graphitic material is thus much more pliable than diamond in any direction.
The speed of sound in diamond is by far the highest in any material
known to man, 18 000 ms-1, more than 50 times faster than in air. The reason
for this is the combination of the high elastic modulus and low specific density. The mechanical vibration constituting the sound is rapidly transmitted
since the inter-atomic bonds are stiff and because the mass of each atom that
has to be accelerated is so low – carbon is one of the lighter elements. The
expression describing this dependence is

v

E/U

The high speed of sound is attractive in bulk and surface acoustic wave devices. Such devices are used to filter out stray frequencies from signals in
electronics and the higher the speed of sound, the higher the frequencies that
can be transmitted.
Heat can be transported in a solid by either phonons or electrons. In metals the electron dependent heat conduction dominates, whereas in electrically
insulating materials the phonon dependent heat conduction dominates. The
phonons are vibrations in the crystal, much like sound waves and have quantized energies. Phonon density is determined by the local temperature and
14

the heat is transported because more phonons will move from the warm part
of a crystal, where there is a higher density of phonons, towards the cooler
part of the crystal, where there are fewer phonons, than in the opposite direction. In a single crystal diamond at room temperature the heat conductivity is
about 20-25 Wcm-1K-1, compared to silver with 4.2 and copper 3.8. The excellent heat conductivity of diamond is being utilized for cooling and heatspreading of high-power electronics and high power density lasers.
Because of this high conductivity, a good way to tell the difference between a genuine diamond and an imitation “diamond” is to place it in contact
with the upper lip. If it feels cool it is genuine. If it feels like a piece of plastic it is probably a zirconium oxide crystal. To tell the difference by optical
means, such as optical transmission or x-ray diffraction, demands the use of
elaborate and expensive equipment.

Optical properties
Another well-known property of diamond is the wide transparency, with a
spectrum extending from the far infrared to near ultraviolet (220 nm), with
strong absorption only between 3-5µm and sometimes also at 7-10µm, depending on purity. A pure, defect-free diamond is colorless. By doping with
different atoms, color can be introduced. For example, nitrogen will give a
brown/yellow tint, whereas the incorporation of boron will shift the hue towards blue. Not only doping, but also certain defects in the crystal can give
color. Very rare and very expensive are the pink diamonds.
The reason for the sparkling glow of the diamond is the high refractive
index (2.41 at 591 nm). This is simply a measure of the speed of light in the
crystal compared to the speed of light in vacuum. When the light enters the
crystal it interacts with the electrons in the material. The energy of the light
is absorbed by the electrons which are accelerated in the oscillating electromagnetic field and released again, but after a slight delay. This causes the
speed of light to reduce appreciably, and the higher the electron density of
the material, the higher the refractive index. With increasing refractive index, the proportion of light reflected at the crystal surface is increased. Since
diamond has a very high density of atoms, it also has a high density of electrons, even though each carbon atom only has six electrons.

Electrical properties
Diamond is a semiconductor. Because of its very large 5.5 eV band-gap3 it is
generally thought of as an insulator. Only when sufficiently doped or heated
is the density of mobile charges high enough to enable appreciable current
densities. For n-type doping phosphorous incorporation is the most preva15

lent, whereas for p-type doping boron is most frequently used. As yet, there
are few and only tentative applications for diamond as a semi-conductor.
However, much research is carried out in this area, predominantly relating to
radiation detectors and different kinds of biosensors.

How natural diamond is formed
Natural diamonds are formed 150 km and more beneath4 the surface of the
earth. This is in the mantle, below the crust. Here the high temperature and
pressure facilitates the conversion of carbon deposits into diamond. The
diamonds that can be mined have been transported in magma to the surface
by small but very high velocity volcanic eruptions. Had the magma flow
been slow as in an ordinary volcano, the diamonds would have been exposed
to too low pressures simultaneously with high enough temperature to allow
for accelerated transformation into graphite. Thus the diamonds would have
been of very low quality or just completely graphitized. No matter how fast
the volcanic eruption, the diamonds are still degraded to some degree during
the transport to the surface. This can be seen as etch pits on the otherwise
fairly flat surfaces of natural diamonds. Therefore diamonds intended for
jewelry are polished.

16

Making synthetic diamond

Over the last 50 years it has been possible to manufacture diamonds. So far,
two very different techniques have been established. The first one to yield
reproducible results was the “high pressure, high temperature” method in
which graphitic carbon is transformed into diamond. In essence, it tries to
mimic the presumed conditions under which natural diamond is formed. The
result from this process is typically a grainy powder consisting of individual
diamond crystals, looking much like grey sand. Using gases as the precursor,
the second method builds the diamond crystals by chemical reactions in a
low pressure, high temperature environment. Since the diamonds are not
created in their stable part of the phase diagram this type of manufacturing is
sometimes called metastable synthesis. In this case the crystals adhere well
to each other and a continuous layer of diamond is deposited onto a substrate
– much like humidity forming frost on a window during a cold winter night.
Interestingly, the first successful experiment for each of these methods
was conducted virtually at the same time.
The diamond used in all the tools and experiments that will be presented
in this work are synthesized from gases. Hence, this type of process will be
more thoroughly described than the high pressure technique.

High Pressure, High Temperature – HPHT synthesis
The first artificial diamonds were made by an engineering team led by Erik
Lundblad, but initiated by the famous Swedish inventor Baltzar von Platen,
working at ASEA, in 1953. However, thinking they were the only ones
working on the problem, they saw no need to make the results public. Hence,
in 1955, immediately following their first successful experiment, General
Electric corporation was the first to report the successful conversion of
graphite into diamond.
The Swedish engineers had been working on the problem since the 1930s.
The plan was “simple” – since graphite has a lower density than diamond,
exposing it to higher and higher pressures should finally yield diamond. By
elevating the temperature the conversion should be accelerated. Put in another way, by simultaneously applying enough temperature and pressure to
move the graphite into the part of the phase-diagram where diamond is the
stable form, diamond crystals should result. Considerable effort was spent on
17

making equipment able to attain and uphold these very demanding conditions. Unfortunately, the thinking was a bit optimistic. Just as diamond is
metastable when graphite is stable, graphite is metastable when diamond is
stable. Therefore it would take extremely long cycles of pressing before any
appreciable amounts of diamond was formed. The breakthrough came when
it was realized that the process could be speeded up by using “catalysts”.
The substances used as catalysts are actually solvents. The most frequently used are nickel, iron, and cobalt. By heating the metal together with
the carbon source at a pressure where diamond is the stable phase, diamond
crystals can be made to precipitate1. The precipitate comes from a continuous supersaturation of carbon in the solvent relative to the diamond phase as
long as there is graphite present. Up to millimeter sized diamond crystals can
be made with this method. Another technique is to create a temperature gradient in the solvent, in such a way that diamond is precipitated in the cooler
areas where the solubility for carbon is less. Since the diamond nucleation
phase is critical for efficient production, small diamond seeds are usually
placed in the relatively cooler part. This way, 10 mm diamond crystals have
been manufactured.
Pressures in the range 60-80 kbar (6-8 GPa), corresponding to 60-80 000
atmospheres, and temperatures in the range 1600-2100 K are the most common in modern production.
By adding certain elements to the solvent, the precipitating diamond can
be doped or purified. Phosphorous, nitrogen or boron can be added to yield
semi-conducting diamond crystals with higher levels of free charge carriers.
If a reduced level of nitrogen is desired, “getters” can be used. These are
elements such as titanium and zirconium that react with nitrogen to form
stable compounds, rather than becoming incorporated in the diamond crystal.
To be fair to the original idea that diamond could be produced by pressure
and temperature alone, it must be said such experiments have actually succeeded. These crystals, however, are severely limited in size – the largest
produced so far are about 20µm.

Chemical Vapor Deposition – CVD – of diamond
Most diamond deposition techniques rely on the surface condensation of
methyl radicals. The production of these is usually dependent on hydrogen
radical reactions. These radicals, in turn, can be produced in numerous ways.

Progress through history
The first successful attempt to synthesize diamond5 from the gas phase was
accomplished by Eversole working at Union Carbide Corporation in the late
1952, early 1953 timeframe. However, these first experiments used natural
18

diamond as substrates, i.e. the crystals were enlarged through the chemical
reactions, and so did not create diamond completely from non-diamond
sources. Carbon monoxide was used as the source gas. Later on, Angus
started his work on diamond synthesis by reproducing the experiments made
by Eversole. In the late 60s he had started using hydrogen radicals formed by
a heated tungsten filament to clean off graphitic deposits that hindered further diamond synthesis, but not during the actual growth of the crystals.
In 1976 Deryagin from Russia reported the first successful growth of
diamond on non-diamond substrates, possibly using atomic hydrogen but
probably atomic oxygen to reduce the inclusion of graphitic material.
Japanese researchers Setaka, Sato, Matsumoto and Kamo, working at
NIRIM (National Institute for Research in Inorganic Materials) in 1981 were
the first to report rapid growth of diamond6. Using the hot-filament technique and a mixture of methane and hydrogen, they had achieved several
micrometers per hour of growth rates. Soon after, they also presented the use
of microwave plasma for diamond synthesis. These two methods now form
the basis for industrial CVD diamond synthesis.

Chemical Vapor Deposition – general remarks
Chemical vapor deposition is the formation of solid substances due to
chemical reactions in the gas phase. Almost all CVD processes depend on an
extremely well-controlled environment regarding the elemental composition
of the reacting gases, the total pressure, the way these gases move through
the system, if and how the gas is made more reactive by any special means,
the temperature of the gases, of the substrate surface, and much more. In
order to get a reasonable chance to control at least some of these parameters,
first one has to be able to create a good vacuum, i.e. to remove all gases from
where the chemical reactions are going to take place. Therefore most CVD
processes are carried out in vacuum chambers. When a clean environment
has been created, the gases for the chemical reaction are added. This way the
composition and amount of gas in the chamber is well controlled. Usually,
the gases are added at a fixed flow rate and the pressure held constant by
pumping continuously. Heating can be provided in many ways, but the important aspects are to keep the substrate at the correct temperature with only
small temperature gradients over the surface and to make sure the gases are
at a temperature that facilitates the intended chemical reaction.
The reactivity of the gases and their equilibrium with the products is controlled by the temperature. However, for some reactions there are ways to
bypass the temperature dependency, much like the use of catalysts in other
types of chemical reactions. The trick is to overcome the activation energy
barrier of the intended reaction. In CVD, the most prevalent methods use
plasma.
19

Plasma is just gas, but gas that has been excited in such a way that some
molecules and atoms are ionized. Hence it consists of neutral molecules or
atoms, ions and free electrons. In most plasmas used for deposition the
amount of charged species is below 1 percent of the total gas. This small
amount nonetheless has a profound impact on the chemistry. If an electron or
an ion collide with a molecule at a high enough energy, the molecule may
break into radicals. These molecular fragments are highly reactive and
chemical reactions may therefore proceed at much lower temperatures and at
much higher rates than anticipated from conventional thermodynamics. CVD
processes relying on plasma are usually called “plasma enhanced” or
“plasma activated”. The plasma can be created in numerous ways, for example by direct current, microwaves or radio frequency waves.

Hot-filament activated diamond synthesis
Plasmas are efficient, but have some limitations. Fortunately, there are other
ways to produce the necessary radicals. One is the use of hot wires that catalyze the dissociation of hydrogen molecules7. This effect is utilized in the
hot-filament activated chemical vapor deposition (HF-CVD) process. In
diamond HF-CVD, the most frequently used filament material is tungsten.
Tantalum and rhenium are also excellent catalysts for the dissociation, but
they are more expensive than tungsten. Large current densities are passed
through the filaments and they are consequently heated by their inherent
resistance. Normal working temperatures for the filaments are in the range
2200-2800°C. At these temperatures, the metals would burn instantly if they
were exposed to air. This is another reason the process is performed in a
vacuum chamber. The whole thing is more or less a gigantic light-bulb of the
old-fashioned type, the principal difference being the hydrogen/hydrocarbon
atmosphere in the HF-CVD reactor. By placing a substrate close to the
heated wires, diamond can be made to grow on it.

Chemical reactions involved
During deposition the principal chemical reactions take place on the filament
surface, in the gas and on the growing diamond surface.
First, hydrogen molecules are dissociated on the surface of the hot filament. This means hydrogen radicals are produced
H2 o 2 H
These radicals have two principal tasks – one in the gas-phase and one on
the growing diamond surface. In the gas-phase, the following reaction takes
place
20

CH4 + H o CH3 + H2
That is, the hydrogen radical abstracts one hydrogen atom from one methane
molecule, thus forming a methyl radical and a hydrogen molecule. The radical is very reactive and will readily form a covalent bond if it comes sufficiently close to another radical.
The reaction on the diamond surface is very similar, but some additional
background is needed. Since diamond is not in the temperature and pressure
where it is the stable phase, the strongest driving force of carbon deposition
is that towards graphitic material. To avoid this effect the carbon atoms on
the growing diamond surface have to be stabilized in the sp3 hybridization.
This is accomplished by hydrogen atoms saturating the otherwise dangling
bonds on the growing surface so that they can not dehybridize into the sp2
bond. Since the surface is saturated, no addition of covalently bonded carbon
atoms is possible. This is where the “other” hydrogen radical comes in:
diamond surface-CH + H o diamond surface-C + H2
Here, the gas phase hydrogen atom abstracts one hydrogen atom from the
diamond surface to form a hydrogen molecule. Additionally, an unsaturated
bond has been formed, making the surface reactive. If a methyl radical hits
this bond a new bond will form and a carbon atom has been added to the
growing diamond. This is, however, far from the end of the story. In order to
restructure the bonds of the added methyl group so that it is incorporated into
the lattice, another series of events has to pass. This is quite complex and
involves further hydrogen abstractions/additions and there is not yet consensus on how this works. Quantum mechanical simulations have offered some
potential answers which have yet to be experimentally verified.
The balance of events on the diamond surface is very sensitive. At high
temperatures hydrogen can desorb spontaneously without the aid of gas
phase radicals. If, for example, two unsaturated bonds are formed next to
each other, they could tend to bind to each other. This local strain could induce bond-dehybridization and therefore graphite formation. To keep the
likelihood of this low during deposition, surface temperatures are kept below
1000°C. On the other hand, too few unsaturated bonds will lead to low deposition rates or bad quality for another reason. The methyl radicals diffuse on
the surface. The higher the temperature, the more mobile they are and the
more likely they will find an unsaturated bond to react with. This is good as
long as there is a high density of bonds on the surface to saturate. On the
other hand, if the temperature and surface mobility is low and there is a low
density of unsaturated bonds on the surface, the radicals will tend to saturate
each other instead of binding into the lattice. This will also lead to a lower
quality diamond.
21

The interplay between surface temperature, spontaneous desorbtion, surface hydrogen abstraction by hydrogen radicals, methyl radical concentration
in the gas-phase and on the surface as well as their surface diffusion is quite
intricate. Nonetheless, process parameters can be found that allow for the
synthesis of diamond.

Peculiarities of the HF-CVD process
Unfortunately, the HF-CVD process can not be used to produce gem-like
quality diamond. The filaments are hot and they constantly evaporate some
of their material. The diamond film therefore gets contaminated with this
metal, in effect limiting the quality that can be grown.
The tungsten filaments are rapidly carburized during use, i.e. a stable
metal-carbide ceramic is formed as carbon atoms diffuse into the metal. This
phenomenon makes the filaments brittle and must be considered when designing the filament retention system. Tantalum is more slowly carburized,
and rhenium only to a very small degree. However, tantalum is more expensive than tungsten and rhenium almost prohibitively expensive. In some
circumstances rhenium is nonetheless worthwhile to use, for example if extreme reproducibility between successive runs is important.
The main advantage of the HF-CVD system is area scalability and the
possibility of adapting to different geometries. Larger areas can be coated
simply by adding more wires to the grid. The wires can also be placed to
conform to reasonably complex shapes. Of course the power supply must be
adapted to the changing load and the cooling of the substrate must be adequate, but there is no fundamental limit to the size of the substrate.There are
commercial reactors that coat areas over 0.5m2. This is in stark contrast to
microwave reactors, in which the necessary power scales with the third
power of the radius of the excited plasma ball. On the other hand, the microwave reactor can deposit optically transparent diamond at high rates,
which the HF-CVD system can not.

Other diamond CVD processes
Since 1981 a plethora of different deposition methods has been developed,
each with its strengths and limitations. Here are a few examples:
Combustion synthesis of diamond: Essentially a welding torch, provided
with a slight surplus of acetylene gas. The growth species is the radical carbon fragments of the uncompleted combustion. By placing the substrate in
the acetylene feather of the flame, diamond can be grown in a spot. The size
of this spot can be enlarged by moving the substrate, but care must be taken
so that the growing diamond film does not come into contact with the sur22

rounding air – then it will burn. Modern development has come up with flatflame burners that allow for larger area deposition. The substrate must be
actively cooled to grow good quality diamond. Normal temperatures are in
the 900-1000°C range, but the highest growth rates are seen around 1200°C.
This deposition can be performed without a vacuum chamber and at extremely high rates, even with optical quality. Unfortunately the cost of the
consumed gases is high and the substrate must have good heat conductivity
so that the working temperature can be sustained.
Microwave plasma assisted diamond deposition: A microwave plasma is
used to produce the radicals. This is probably the most common deposition
technology for diamond. Many different reactor designs have been explored
and they can be operated in a wide range of pressures (few millitorr to atmospheric). The prime advantage is the possibility to grow optical quality
diamond on an extended surface at reasonable rates. Microwave technology
can sometimes be a little bit tricky to work with, since it must be accurately
tuned to efficiently excite the plasma. Additionally, the input power needed
increases rapidly with increasing area to coat.
Plasma torch: By striking an arc through a gas flowing through a nozzle, a
thermal plasma is created. This means that the ionized molecules are close to
their thermal equilibrium and involves temperatures on the order of 10
000°C. Therefore the degree of dissociation (breaking up of molecules into
radicals) is also very high and the gas flowing out of the nozzle is highly
reactive. This is the most efficient diamond deposition method relative to the
power consumption and also the fastest (up to 1 mm/h). It places high demands on substrate cooling and it is difficult to coat large areas with equal
thickness.
Optically excited deposition: It is also possible to use lasers to produce the
necessary radicals. This is so far mostly used for research on the fundamental chemistry in the process. Some special possibilities are deposition of
diamond at very low temperatures and that diamond can be selectively deposited on extremely small areas.
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Diamond produced in this work

The reactor
The diamond films that have been produced and used for papers I-III, VI,
and VII have all been produced by the machine in Figure 4 and 5. Basically
it consists of a vacuum vessel with a pump, mass-flow controllers, the filaments and a computer system for controlling the power supplied to the filaments, the total pressure in the process as well as the flow rates of methane
and hydrogen.

Figure 4. On the left the author is making sure the electrical feed-through for the
filament power on the HF-CVD reactor is tightly bolted. The round disc in the center
of the right picture is the substrate holder with an attached substrate, in this case a 3”
silicon wafer. Just in front of the substrate are the filaments. At the bottom of the
picture is the much needed cooling-block. 3-3.5kW must be constantly removed
during deposition. Photos: Prof. Sture Hogmark
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Figure. 5. A schematic of the reactor components active in HF-CVD deposition. The
filament temperature is set mostly by the supplied power. The parallel filaments are
120 mm long and spaced 12 mm apart, making up an active grid large enough to
coat a 4” silicon wafer (not shown).

The process
The process used to grow diamond in the previously described reactor is
adjusted for coating different objects and to produce various quality films.
For example, to coat 4” silicon wafers, a total power of 3000-3500 W and a
pressure of 30-40 mbar is used. The gas flow is usually 0.4 slm of hydrogen
and 6 sccm of methane. The substrate surface is positioned 10-13 mm away
from the filament array. With this process, a growth rate of 0.3-0.5 µmh-1 is
achieved.
By increasing the methane flow, somewhat higher deposition rates can be
achieved, but at the expense of coating quality. The growth rate can also be
increased by narrowing the distance between the filaments and the substrate,
but at the expense of film homogeneity. Growth rates can be increased by
raising the pressure. However, this will be at the expense of larger variations
in coating thickness on substrates with topography.
Hence, to optimize the growth process, for each set of circumstances the
parameters must be tailored to the specific demands on the diamond film
from the intended application and the nature of the substrate.
In order to increase the surface density of nucleation during growth, little
diamond particles are attached to the surface by ultrasonicating the substrate
in ethyl alcohol containing these particles.
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The HF-CVD diamond film

Figure 6. The corner of an unsupported HF-CVD diamond film.

As can be seen in Figures 6 and 7, the diamond film is built up of small
grains adhering to each other. These are diamond crystals and the diamond
film is therefore a polycrystalline material.

Figure 7. Close-up of the crystallites on the growth-side of the film on the left. One
can also see some renucleation, i.e. the spontaneous formation of grain on the surface of another grain with a different orientation. On the right is the close-up of a
surface created by brittle fracture of the film. On the upper-right part of this picture,
the nucleation side can be seen and, in it, some pores.
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Figure 8. The nucleation and competitive growth. At the onset of deposition, there
are tiny diamond seed crystals attached to the surface of the substrate (1). Depending
on their orientation they will grow with different speed. The ones growing faster will
eventually over-shadow the ones growing slower. This will have two effects: On the
nucleation side, there may be angular pores between the individual grains and the
growth surface will become rough as the deposition progresses.

Figure 9. The XRD (X-ray diffraction) diagram on the left shows narrow peaks at
angles corresponding to <111>, <220> and <311> planes in diamond, from left to
right, indicating a pure crystalline structure (Cu KD). The Raman spectrum (514 nm
excitation) on the right indicates crystalline diamond as well, but the low, broad
peak centered at 1550 cm-1reveals some structural defects. These are of different
types, but grain boundaries are major contributors. The sharp peak is centered at
1331 cm-1, indicating some strain. The FWHM is 10 cm-1.

The crystals on the growth side of the surface are the largest. This is due to
competitive growth among the grains, Fig. 8. The selection starts as soon as
the initial grains coalesce during growth.
The grown diamond has been characterized using for example XRD and
Raman spectroscopy, Fig. 9.
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Material design & diamond-like carbon

Due to the flexibility of the hybridization patterns of the electrons surrounding the carbon nucleus, materials and molecules with very different properties can be synthesized from carbon. So far diamond and graphite have been
mentioned. These are very simple to describe and understand in detail, since
their structure is built up of repetitive units of fairly small complexity. However, ideal order of this type is rare in nature.

Material structure
In real world materials, the most obvious departure from the ideal crystalline
structure is the tendency to form individual grains. This means the material
is made up of individual crystallites, each with a different alignment of the
crystal axes compared to the surrounding crystallites. The size of these crystallites is commonly on the order of 10 micrometers, but can certainly be
much smaller as well as much larger. The conditions under which the material was synthesized will affect the size of the crystallites.
Within each crystallite there are also deviations from the perfect lattice.
These can be point-defects, line-defects, and extended defects. Examples of
common point-defects are substitutions and vacancies. The most common
line-defect is the dislocation. The movement of a dislocation transmits a
constant deformation of the lattice and is the major cause of plastic deformation in crystalline materials. An example of an extended crystal defect is the
twin. This is a surface through the crystallite across which the stacking-order
of the unit cells has changed.
An even larger deviation from the ideal lattice is the amorphous materials.
Ordinary window glass is a familiar example of such a material. A truly
amorphous material has no structural order whatsoever. Usually, though,
there is some short-range order due to the tendency to form certain bondconfigurations, for example the sp2 and sp3 hybrids in carbon. However,
these can be rotated, stretched and angularly strained in a random fashion so
that from any point there is no way of predicting the position of atoms just a
nanometer away. To make things even more complicated, there can be atoms
with very different ways of forming chemical bonds in the material.
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Material properties are process dependent
Because of all these possible variations in the way the atoms connect and the
consequent influence on the material properties, it is important to realize that
the properties of a material are determined by the constituting elements as
well as by the material structure, and therefore by how the material was
made.
This insight has facilitated the concept of material design. Old examples
are the development of bronze, which is harder than its constituting elements
copper and tin. Another example is steel. By just adding 0.5% of carbon to
pure iron, the increase in hardness can be dramatic. However, the hardening
effect is highly dependent on the rate of cooling, which shows that properties
can be very process-dependent. Hammering is another process that affects
the physical properties of steel.

Thin films
Thin film technology is a good example of the possibilities in material design. In a way, the idea to apply a thin film onto something is in itself a design of the material, depending on the intended function of the material.
Things are painted to look good or to prevent them from corroding. Tefloncoated frying pans are easier to clean than cast-iron pans and mirrors are
created by coating ordinary glass with silver or aluminum. In our everyday
life, we all benefit from thin film technology.
A large number of different ways to produce materials in thin films has
been devised. For example, these are one of the bases for modern large scale
integration of microelectronics. Another very large industrial use of thin film
technology is modern cutting tools. The beauty of this kind of technology is
that the material is applied only where it is needed – on the surface. Additionally, many of these materials are not possible to produce in bulk. Thin
film technology therefore facilitates the synthesis of materials with unique
properties.

Diamond-like carbon
One very diverse group of materials produced by various thin film technologies is diamond-like carbon (DLC). In reality, however, very few of these
materials have anything more than a considerable amount of carbon in common with diamond.
DLC is produced by physical vapor deposition (PVD) and chemical vapor
deposition (CVD) methods8. The most frequently used CVD technique for
DLC is PA-CVD, using hydrocarbons as precursor gas. By adding other
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gases to the plasma, the elements of these can be incorporated in the growing
film and the material properties adapted for specific applications. The performance of one particularly interesting material of this type was investigated in papers IV and V. It is a highly hydrogenated DLC coating (a-C:H in
Fig. 10). In inert environments, such as vacuum or dry nitrogen, these films
can afford a friction coefficient as low as 0.003. This is less than a tenth of
that experienced when ice skating. These materials are deposited using a
plasma consisting of methane and a large amount of hydrogen9.

Figure 10. This is a combined structure and composition diagram showing some
different coating materials that can be produced by varying deposition technique and
process parameters. Diamond films are made by CVD and tetragonal carbon coatings (ta-C) by laser ablasion or filtered cathodic arc. Amorphous carbon (a.C) is
usually sputtered, whereas a-C:H is made by plasma assisted CVD in large ratios of
hydrogen. After Robertson

The most prevalent PVD technique is sputtering. This technique, too, is
based on plasma technology. Argon plasma is the norm. The argon ions in
the plasma are extracted and accelerated towards the “target” by a negative
bias. The target consists of the material that is to be deposited on the substrate. As the argon ions strike the target surface with considerable energy
from the accelerating voltage, atoms in the target are ejected from the surface – “sputtered”. Some of them (most of them in an efficient process) condense on the substrate surface and builds the material atom by atom. Another
PVD technique is to actually vaporize the material by heating, usually a
metal, to be deposited and then let it condense on the substrate. The way the
atoms form the chemical bonds as they condense and how the structure of
the material develops will determine the properties of the growing film.
Therefore, it is important to control the temperature of the substrate. Another
way to influence the material properties is to apply a bias on the substrate.
This way the argon ions can be made to “massage” the surface by energetic
bombardment as it grows and thereby influence the kind of bonds that are
formed. Again, various gases added to the plasma can be incorporated in the
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coating and thereby change the material properties. In addition, by sputtering
from several sources simultaneously, alloys or specific compounds can be
produced.
One very important contemporary application relying on PVD technology
is hard discs used in computers. Their practical data density and reliability is
today - and has been for more than 10 years - limited by the thinness and
quality of the sputtered films that protect the magnetic film from oxidation
and wear.
Perhaps the most intimidating, from a process point of view, and the most
impressive, from a performance point of view, are the “chameleon” coatings
10
. These are produced by a combination of advanced deposition techniques
of different materials in order to achieve low friction in a wide range of environments. In tribological applications, DLC film performance is generally
sensitive to the composition of the environment. The chameleon films are
the first reasonably successful attempt to overcome this problem.
So far there are two ways to produce non-diamond carbon coatings with
properties reasonably similar to those of crystalline diamond. These are filtered cathodic arc and laser ablation (striking a lightning onto the target and
shooting it with a laser beam, respectively). Material of the former type was
used in papers IV and V. These materials are specified as tetragonal amorphous carbon (ta-C, Fig. 10) and have hardness of about 80GPa (diamond
has 100GPa). Most other DLC materials have hardness around 10 GPa.
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Replication & Bodybuilding

Motivation for the technology
Problems relating to CVD diamond
Three of the major factors impeding the wide-spread use of thin film diamond are the limited number of suitable substrates, the surface roughness of
the growth surface and the high residual stress on the substrate interface.
Most diamond films are grown on tungsten carbide and silicon. A few
other substrates can be used, for example silicon nitride, the refractory metals and molybdenum. However, the adhesion of the film is in these cases
low. With the aid of some special surface treatment or interlayer, some other
materials can be coated, but these techniques are not presently in widespread use since the surface treatments can be as elaborate to perform as the
diamond CVD itself. The most ambitious goal is to be able to easily coat
steel components, but this will not be accomplished in an industrially viable
way anytime soon.
As could be seen in Fig. 6 and 7, the diamond surface resulting from the
CVD process is very rough. This is common to the majority of all types of
CVD diamond synthesis and is a hindrance with severe implications. In
tools, the rough surface leads to adhesion of the work material and therefore
an increase in friction and a loss of machining precision. In mechanical
components the roughness increases the friction and accelerates the wear of
the other sliding surface. In optical applications the roughness contributes to
scattering of the light. This is most often detrimental as it reduces the transparency. In electronics the roughness makes it more difficult to reproducibly
and reliably form electrical connections. For cooling applications it makes
the area of real contact smaller and therefore the heat transfer is reduced. To
overcome all these problems, the diamond surface has to be polished. This
can be done in several ways. The most well-known method is mechanical
grinding using a rotating iron disc sprinkled with diamond dust. It is a slow
process since diamond is so hard. Additionally, this process is limited to the
creation of flats. Other ways are to use dry etching with oxygen radicals in a
plasma, laser polishing or hot-plate dissolution.
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Due to the very small temperature expansion coefficient of diamond compared to other materials and the fact that most diamond films are synthesized
at 800-1000°C, there will be large stresses in the film and the substrate as
they cool down from the process temperature. In addition to the stress caused
by the difference in temperature expansion coefficient, depending on how
the film is synthesized, there might be further stress induced by the incorporation of defects in the material. At deviations from a perfect flat, such as
edges, ridges or pores, this stress will create a large shear force at the interface. A common phenomenon is therefore plastic deformation of the substrate. In worst case, the coating will spall off – this is not an uncommon
problem.

General limitations of thin films
Using thin film technology, a vast number of high performance materials has
been developed. However, due to limitations inherent in the different deposition technologies, with almost all of them there are problems with creating
well-defined 3D surface structures, see Fig. 11. In general terms the problem
can be described as deviations from the original geometry in ways that are
difficult to compensate by design or process control. The line-of-sight problem can be reasonably reduced by moving the substrate during deposition or
by using multiple sources. However, for very complex geometries this may
not be sufficient.

The solution – Replication&Bodybuilding (R&B)
Fortunately, for the presented work a method to alleviate all of the above
problems has been developed. It is called replication and bodybuilding. The
basic idea, in all its simplicity, is: “Just do everything backwards!”
First the surface is made. That is, a mold with a shape that is the negative
of what is to be the surface, see Fig. 12. The thin film is then deposited onto
the mold. This is the same thinking that is used when building sand castles
with buckets or making a cake in the oven. The diamond film will grow on
the mold surface and it doesn’t matter if the line-of-sight creates different
coating thicknesses or if the edge-rounding makes blunt corners – the shape
of the surface to be used is set by the mold surface. If all one wanted was a
thin film with a well defined surface structure, the mold could now be removed. However, thin films are usually too fragile without a proper support.
They are usually just a few micrometers thick and are difficult to handle
without breaking. Additionally, the stress in coatings usually has a gradient,
so that it will curl up as it is detached from the substrate. Therefore, a support is added to the film before the mold is removed. When the mold has
been taken away, the perfectly shaped surface is exposed.
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Figure 11. The major limitation of the PVD type of technology is the “line-of-sight
deposition” (left). This means that the atoms move in straight lines between the
sputter target or melt. Therefore there will be areas on the substrate that are in the
“shadows”, i.e. will not be coated. There will also be a projection effect, so that the
thickness of the coating will vary with the angle the surface makes with the line-ofsight. In CVD the major problem is “edge rounding” (right). This means that any
sharp features in the substrate is rounded off, i.e. becomes blunt. Another problem is
the limited aspect ratio that can be achieved without making a pore. This can lead to
severe deviations from the intended function of the coated component.

Figure 12. R&B – Replication and bodybuilding outline. A template surface (the
mold) is created (a). The functional thin film is deposited onto the mold (b) and then
a strong mechanical support is added (c). Finally the mold is removed (d) and the
functional film surface, free from geometrical distortion, is exposed.

There are several benefits to the replication and bodybuilding concept.
First, the surface roughness of the component will be virtually the same as
the surface roughness of the mold. If the mold is made smooth, the component will be smooth. Furthermore, the geometry of the resulting film surface
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cannot be distorted by peculiarities of the deposition method. The mold material is of course chosen to be one that makes it easy to grow the film. Additionally, since the film is transferred from the mold to the support, the stress
is severely reduced. Basically, all the previously mentioned problems regarding the creation of highly defined surface geometries are addressed in a very
efficient manner.

The molds
A considerable part of this thesis work has been the manufacturing of molds.
The molds used for papers I-III and VII were all made in silicon. The standard processes11 developed for silicon micromachining: CAD design of microstructure patterns, mask generation, silicon wafer oxidation, resist spinning, lithography, mask etching, anisotropic etching, isotropic etching and
sacrificial etching were all extensively used.
In addition, for paper VII, traditional grinding was combined with isotropic etching to rapidly achieve large smooth spherical surfaces.

New problems
Of course, making a radical change to a tried-and-true concept like this will
pose new problems.
For example, one has to find support materials that are able to adhere well
to the diamond film or to make intermediate layers to increase the adhesion.
This is not a trivial task when working with diamond. The way it has been
solved in this work is to first coat the diamond surface with sputtered titanium – which is a strong carbide former – and then evaporate a layer of
nickel onto the titanium layer in the same vacuum. The nickel is needed to
prevent the titanium from oxidizing, since titanium oxide is even more difficult to adhere to then diamond.
The problem of limited substrate materials is now turned into limited support materials. We have tried different approaches, for example filling the
structures with polymers or fine-grained cement. For most applications electro deposition of nickel has been used. This way, thick layers of nickel can
be rapidly built onto the evaporated nickel. Up to millimeter thick supports
have been plated.
If the density of nucleation is low, the replicated thin film surface will
have pores. Therefore, if a very high surface finish is needed, a deposition
method that has a high density of nucleation must be used.
A potential drawback is that there will be one uncoated surface or one
surface coated with rough diamond, since closed voids can obviously not be
deposited. This may be a limitation for free-standing 3D objects.
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Tentative Applications

The performance of three different types of devices built using the replication and bodybuilding technology has been investigated. These devices all
benefit from the unique combination of highly defined surface geometries
delineated in an extremely hard material, and the possibility to be handled
just like any other tool.

Grinding
Grinding is used for removing unwanted material from surfaces. For example, this could be to make a rough surface smoother, to remove rust or to
shape an object into a desired shape. Usually one wants a smooth surface
finish and a high rate of machining at the same time. Industrially, this is today optimized by the use of several grinding steps. First a course grain is
used to achieve high removal rates of the work piece. Then, gradually, finer
and finer grain is used to remove the scratches induced by the previously
used grain. Finally, the surface is polished if necessary.
Now the question is: Can this process be made more efficient? Research
shows that the relatively lower wear rates caused by the smaller grains are
connected to their relatively larger bluntness. Hence, by making ideally
sharp grains, all with an equal height – could the grinding process be fast and
result in a smooth surface at the same time? This would be a major benefit
for machining industry.
To test this idea, grinding tools consisting of sharp diamond pyramids,
Fig. 13 (a), were created using the replication and bodybuilding concept. The
initial results were encouraging, showing a substantial increase in removal of
steel and alumina compared to the two conventional benchmark technologies
(Paper I). In the softest and the hardest materials tested, brass and silicon
nitride, the benefits were not as conclusive. The mechanical properties and
the geometrical design of the pyramids seemed to limit the durability of the
tools when grinding silicon nitride and therefore also the long term wear
rate. Despite being made by the hardest material known, they broke, and
their grinding efficiency therefore gradually declined.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 13. Grinding tools made from CVD diamond using the R&B technology. (a)
This surface, consisting of pointed pyramids, wears alumina at particularly high
rates. (b) This surface of sharp-edged ridges results in a smoother finish of silicon
nitride and cemented tungsten carbide, in addition to higher wear rates than a traditional diamond grinding disc.

The next generation of these tools consisted of more elaborate geometries
built with thicker diamond coatings, Fig. 13 (b). Results on these have not
been published, but were presented on Diamond 2003. Only very hard materials – cemented tungsten carbide, alumina, and silicon nitride – were
ground. Compared to the conventional diamond grinding disc, these new
tools performed extremely well, Fig. 14. The wear rate of cemented tungsten
carbide was up to a factor of 3 higher and the surface finish up to a factor of
6 better. The wear rate or silicon nitride was about twice as high using the
R&B diamond tools compared with the conventional grinding tool and the
surface finish up to five times better! The highest wear rate and the smoothest surface finish were not achieved at the same time. A made up quality
index, the wear rate times the inverse of Ra (“surface smoothness”), gives
values between 5 and 20 times higher than for the conventional tool.

(a)

(b)

Figure 14. The masslosses on samples ground using different grinding tools. The
“diamond grinding disc” is a flat steel plate onto which diamond has been attached
by electroplating. The “diamond structures” are different varieties of tools like those
in Fig. 13. All the diamond structures performed much better than the grinding disc
in at least one way, but in most cases they ground both faster and produced a much
smoother surface.
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With a thicker diamond coating the tools fared better, but still the diamond structures are damaged, Fig. 15. Luckily, the way they break, they are
still highly capable abrasive tools, although this breaking should be detrimental for the resulting finish.
In an attempt to further increase the durability of the diamond pyramids,
they were truncated, i.e. they were not made pointed, but with a flat top, Fig.
15 (b). One could say they are Inca-pyramids instead of Egyptian. These
fared much better in that they rarely broke. In fact, the only breaks that could
be found were those created at the onset of grinding. As the grinding process
continues, the work material becomes gradually flatter and the load on each
pyramid is decreased. In the beginning, the entire lateral force is distributed
over a very small number of pyramids, which therefore break. Unfortunately,
the wear rate of silicon nitride using these tools was very low. Interestingly,
however, the coefficient of friction was reduced to 0.04 during the “grinding” process! Such a low number is rarely achieved – especially not in grinding…
In conclusion, the use of structured diamond surfaces for grinding has
clear benefits. However, in order to rationalize their increased production
costs relative to traditional tools, their durability have to be improved. This
may be achieved by exploring different geometries or diamond qualities.

(a)

(b)

Figure 15. (a) Placing the ridges some distance apart makes them wear the counter
surface faster initially, but makes them more prone to be damaged. (b) Even when
making pyramids with flat tops, some of them are broken by the large lateral forces.
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Diamond dies
Another possible application which might benefit from R&B is injection
molding of polymers. Polymers are widely used because of their low price
and the ease with which they can be shaped into complex geometries by for
example molding. That is the reason they are so common in for example
consumer goods.
The mechanical, thermal and electrical properties of the polymeric material can be altered by mixing in particles of varying composition. One common such “filler” is the hard silica particles – basically fine grained sand. It
makes the polymer harder, more resistant to high temperatures and less sensitive to moisture.

Figure 16. Sample ridges after the accelerated wear test. The flow of silica reinforced polymer during injection molding has severely degraded the ridge on the
nickel die (left), whereas no damages due to abrasion can be found on the corresponding diamond die ridge (right). However, some polymer stick to the diamondsurface.

When transfer-molding thermosetting polymers reinforced with silica particles, unacceptable wear rates of the dies, usually made from nickel, occurs.
In an attempt to solve this problem, a diamond die was manufactured using
R&B. An accelerated test procedure was devised in order to reduce the total
number of tests necessary to differentiate the performance of the nickel dies
from that of the diamond dies. The test pattern on the die surfaces was designed to be maximally worn. It was shown that while the designed surface
structure on the nickel die were grossly deformed, the corresponding diamond surface remained intact, Fig. 16. However, a new problem emerged.
After the molding, the polymer adhered to the diamond surface making the
diamond die unusable. By oxidizing the diamond surface it became compatible with conventional die-release compounds. Unfortunately, this seems to
be a temporary solution, since the effect wore off with use. Nonetheless,
potentially non-wear dies was demonstrated and with further surface chemistry developments, this may be a viable application for devices built using
R&B.
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Chemical mechanical polishing
Paper III deals with an application from the microelectronics industry.
Most microelectronic devices are based on silicon semiconductor technology and thin film technology. Doping of the silicon crystal gives the possibility to create the basic functionality of components such as diodes and
transistors. In order to facilitate the connection of discrete components to
other parts of an electronic construction, such as resistors, inductors or capacitors, a thin film of metal is deposited and patterned into conductors for
the source, drain, and gate. The component can then be soldered into an electric circuit.
In modern semiconductor devices, such as microprocessors and RAM
memory, the entire electronic construction is made on one piece of silicon.
Each transistor is minute, much less than a square micrometer, and about
100 million of these components can be fitted on a die on the order of 200
mm2. A large number of dies are made on one silicon wafer and cut out
when the construction is completed.
Since the transistors are so small and since the individual components
must be connected to provide the intended function of the device, it is not
sufficient to use only one layer of metal. Therefore multiple layers of connectors are used. To achieve this, in between each layer there must be an
insulator. Connections between the different layers are made by etching tiny
holes (plugs) through the insulator so that the next metal layer may contact
the previous. The conductors (called interconnects) are usually sputtered or
electroplated metal such as aluminum or copper and the insulator is usually
silicon oxide. The placement of the tiny holes relative to the previous metal
layer pattern is crucial. Therefore high precision lithography is used.
As the different layers are built and the tiny holes etched out, the surface
becomes increasingly rough. The high precision lithography needed to accomplish this suffers from a very small depth of focus. Therefore, the surface must be polished between each consecutive layer of insulator. This is
done by chemical mechanical polishing (CMP). In this process there is fine
mechanical polishing by small particles simultaneously with a chemical reaction to increase the rate of removal. The mixture of the particles and the
chemical is called slurry.
The slurry is dispersed on a big flat rotating plate with a “pad” on-top.
The pad consists of a porous polymer, Fig. 17 (a). The silicon wafers are
pressed against the rotating pad. This way they are polished. The silicon
wafers must become very smooth, and this puts certain requirements on the
pad surface. It must be just enough smooth. If it becomes too smooth the
process will be very slow and if it becomes too rough the result will not be
satisfactory. During polishing of the wafer the pad gradually becomes
smoother and the process therefore gradually slower, Fig. 17 (b). To counter
this effect, a tool called the conditioner is used. It roughens the surface of the
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pad in a controlled way, so that the process is all the time running under the
best possible conditions.

(a)

(b)

Figure 17. CMP pad surfaces. An unused pad with a very uneven and porous surface
(a). As the pad is used in CMP, it becomes “glazed”. This means there are small
smooth patches (b) on the surface that reduce the rate of removal on the polished
wafer.

(a)

(b)

Figure 18. A close-up of the tools used to condition the pad (a). Due to the roughening effect of the diamond pyramid array, the pad is full of small protruding parts (b).
This kind of surface is thought to be beneficial for high removal rates in CMP.

A diamond tool depicted in Fig. 18 (a) was used to roughen the surface of
the pad surface. As can be seen, Fig. 18 (b), the look of the surface is dramatically changed from the appearance of the new and glazed pads. It fits
the description of an efficient CMP pad, and we therefore have high hopes it
will be possible to use replicated diamond tools to increase the performance
of present day CMP processes.
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The main advantage of using the replicated diamond pyramid arrays is
that the geometry can be so well defined. Unlike the tools used today, it is
possible to create very sharp tips which are thought to be beneficial. Further,
the lateral density can be very precisely designed. Together, the sharpness
and the distribution control yield unprecedented possibilities to control the
depth of penetration during conditioning. Therefore the CMP process may be
better controlled than presently.
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Tribology of DLC and diamond

Tribology
Tribology is the science and applications of friction, wear and lubrication. It
spans subjects such as mechanical engineering, chemistry, physics and materials. From an engineering point of view, one is usually interested in finding
solutions to friction and wear issues by educated trial and error or success.
From a more fundamental point of view one tries to understand the basic
interactions between the surfaces in relative motion.

Figure 19. The standard tribological experimental setups – circular motion ball-onflat and reciprocating ball-on-flat. The normal and lateral forces are measured so that
the coefficient of friction can be calculated. After the experiment, the surfaces are
investigated to learn about the mechanisms responsible for the observed friction.

Tribological experiments
The type of tribological experiments conducted in this work was primarily
pin-on-disc. This setup consists of a pin touching and moving relative to the
disc. More specifically, the ball-on-flat geometry was used, Fig. 19, in both
the circular motion and reciprocating sliding. The normal and lateral forces
are measured and therefore the coefficient of friction can be calculated,
P=FL/FN.
The frictional behavior of most materials change with the surrounding.
For example diamond has been shown to give very high friction in inert environments, but low in normal air. Experiments were conducted to gain a
better understanding of this relationship.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 20. Different DLC friction responses. (a) ta-C film (triangles) friction is reduced by the presence of water, whereas for the a-C:H film the friction is increased.
(b) Extremely low coefficients of friction can be provided by the a-C:H film in vacuum. In the middle of the experiment the direction of revolution was changed. This
was made to allow for an accurate measurement, since the zero level is difficult to
calibrate.

DLC friction in water vapor
In papers IV and V, a high-vacuum tribometer was used. It gives the possibility to perform sliding tests in vacuum and with controlled pressures of
added gases.
DLC films of the ta-C and a-C:H type were rubbed in vacuum and with
added water. It was shown that water, even at a vapor pressure as low as 1
Pa, gives a significant reduction in friction for the ta-C film, Fig. 20. On the
other hand, water increases the friction of the a-C:H film. At vapor pressures
close to condensation, the friction levels for both types of film are virtually
the same.
In good vacuum (10-6 Pa) the a-C:H film gives a super-low friction coefficient (P<0.01).

Diamond friction
Contrary to common belief, diamond is a high friction material. On rough
diamond surfaces and in inert environment friction, the friction in the diamond-diamond sliding contact is high.
In paper VII, as-grown (rough) diamond surfaces and smooth diamond
surfaces produced with the R&B concept were compared. They were run-in
in an inert atmosphere (flowing argon) and in reactive environments (air and
water), Fig. 21(a). In the reactive environments the friction coefficient of
both the smooth and the rough diamond surfaces rapidly decreased, whereas
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in the inert environment the friction always increased, irrespective of surface
roughness. Therefore it seems the surface roughness is not the principal reason for high diamond friction. Instead, the observed behavior is attributed to
strong vs masked carbon-carbon bonds. When the surfaces are rough, the
contact pressures are too high for the mask to be stable. Therefore the strong
carbon-carbon bonds will form and the friction becomes high. When the
surfaces are run-in and the contact pressure gradually reduced, adsorbed
molecules can remain in the contact and mask the carbon-carbon bonds.
Therefore the friction decreases.
An x-ray materials characterization technique called near edge x-ray absorption fine spectroscopy (NEXAFS) was used to characterize the surfaces,
Fig 21(b). It was found that parts of the diamond crystal had transformed
into more disordered carbon with a considerable amount of sp2 type bonding.
Additionally, oxygen in the form of ketones and carboxyl groups was found.
The largest amounts of oxygen were actually found in the wear tracks
formed in argon. Apparently the oxygen had reacted after the actual wear
process, as the sample was exposed to air. This is an indication of the reactivity of the strong carbon bonds also on the surface and at room temperature.

(a)

(b)

Figure 21. Diamond friction in different environments. In argon the friction
increases during running in, whereas in normal air and water it decreases (a).
The NEXAFS spectra from the wear tracks show an increased level of sp2
type of bonding and oxygen reactions compared to the reference surface.
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Mikrostrukturerade diamantytor:
tribologi och tillämpningar
Sammanfattning på svenska

Diamant är ju som alla vet ett fantastiskt material. Ur teknisk synvinkel är
det intressant på grund av de många speciella egenskaper det besitter. Till
exempel är diamant det hårdaste användbara materialet som finns, det leder
ljud med mycket hög hastighet och är en fantastisk vämeledare. Dessutom är
det genomskinligt och mycket motståndskraftigt mot kemiska angrepp. Även
om dessa egenskaper är mycket speciella var för sig, så är det ännu mer
intressant att ett material kan ha en sådan kombination av flera intressanta
egenskaper på en gång. Det lustiga är att diamant bara består av vanligt kol,
om än i en ovanlig form.
Förklaringen till att diamant är så speciell är det sätt som det är uppbyggt
på. Varje kolatom binder till fyra andra kolatomer med bindningar i alla tre
dimensioner. Dessa bindningar är mycket styva och har en välbestämd
riktning. Bindningarna mellan atomerna vill inte böja sig eller gå sönder.
Därför blir diamant mycket hårt. Dessutom är kolatomer relativt lätta. De
lätta atomerna sätts lätt i vibration och eftersom bindningarna mellan dem är
så styva går det snabbt. Därför leder diamant ljudet så snabbt och värme så
bra – faktiskt 5 gånger så bra som koppar och silver.
Tyvärr gör de många goda egenskaperna att det är mycket svårt att forma
diamant till en del tekniskt intressanta former. Plana ytor kan poleras, men
ett litet kugghjul, till exempel, är omöjligt att slipa fram. Därför används
diamanter mest där de kan ha den form de råkar ha, t ex i slipverktyg. Dessa
kan man göra antingen genom att strö diamantpulver på en roterande
slipskiva eller genom att löda eller limma fast diamantkornen på en skiva
som sedan kan monteras i slipmaskinen.
Sedan mitten på 50-talet har det varit möjlig att tillverka och förstora
diamantkorn. Detta kan göras med två olika metoder. Den ena är att pressa
kol tillsammans med vissa metaller under mycket höga tryck och
temperaturer. Man får då ut små kristaller som mest används för slipning.
Tekniken att förstora diamantkorn använder speciella gasblandningar som
reagerar på diamantytan så att kolatomer adderas till diamanten som därmed
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växer. Den här tekniken gör också att diamantkornen växer ihop och till slut
blir till ett skikt.
Sådana skikt kan man växa på till exempel verktyg. Man kan också
tillverka små fönster och andra intressanta saker. Tyvärr finns det vissa
problem med gastekniken. Det är bara på vissa material som man kan få
diamantfilmen att sitta kvar och den blir för det mesta mycket ojämn. Det
förstör till exempel genomskinligheten och får material som glider mot
diamantytan att slitas ut mycket fort.
Vi har kommit på ett sätt att komma runt de här problemen. Den första
delen i den nya processen påminner om gjutning. Först gör man ett slags
gjutform som har ett avtryck av den form man vill ha. Sedan växer man
diamantfilmen över formens yta. Om man vill ha en fristående diamantfilm
kan man nu ta bort formen. Eftersom diamantfilmerna tyvärr växer mycket
långsamt gör man dem för det mesta bara mycket tunna. Därför går de lätt
sönder om de inte har ett bra stöd. Det fiffiga med vår nya teknik är att man
kan fortsätta bygga. Genom att bygga upp ett stöd med ett annat material på
diamantfilmen innan man tar bort formen så behöver diamantfilmen aldrig
vara fristående och riskerar därför inte att skadas. Det stödmaterial som vi
har använt mest är nickel som pläterats på diamantytan. När stödet väl är på
plats kan vi ta bort formen så att den diamantyta som skall användas kommer
fram. Den sidan på diamantfilmen har formats direkt mot formen och även
ytjämnheten kommer att vara densamma som den på formen. Eftersom vi
naturligtvis gjort formen av ett material som det är lätt att odla
diamantfilmen på så har vi alltså löst alla problemen med en enda metod!
Släta ytor med nästan vilken form som helst och som dessutom kan sitta på
vilket material som helst bara man kan fästa in det mot diamantyan.
Med den här tekniken har vi tillverkat verktyg för olika ändamål. Ett
exempel är ”sandpapper” bestående av vassa diamantpyramider och raspar
för att slipa hårda material med. De visade sig vara mycket effektiva på att
slipa ett tag men förvånansvärt nog går de sönder och då minskar
effektiviteten. Nya försök gjordes med pyramider med platta toppar, precis
som Inkapyramider. De höll mycket bättre, men var inte lika effektiva.
Ett annat användningsområde är gjutformar för formsprutning av plaster
som förstärkts med hårda partiklar. Partiklarna repar sönder de vanliga
nickelformar som man brukar använda. Genom att istället göra en gjutform
med diamantyta löser man det problemet, eftersom ingenting annat än
diamant kan repa diamant. Tyvärr visade det sig att plasten fastnade på
diamantytan, så det finns ett problem kvar som man måste lösa.
Vid tillverkning av moderna mikroprocessorer, till exempel för datorer,
används en teknik som kallas kemo-mekanisk polering. Det innebär att man
polerar med partiklar samtidigt som man använder en vätska som fräter på
ytan. Poleringen går då mycket snabbare. Ett problem med den här processen
är att den skiva som man häller blandningen av etsvätska och partiklar på
sätts igen och plattas ut. Då fungerar den inte som den skall utan måste
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underhållas av ett verktyg som river upp ytan. Eftersom etsvätskan är så
frätande finns det få lämpliga material. Lyckligtvis kan man med vår
formningsteknik skapa bästa möjliga yta i det bästa möjliga materialet!
Diamant är för en del känt som ett material som ger mycket låg friktion
och nöts mycket långsamt, ett ”lågfriktionsmaterial”. Det stämmer för det
mesta bra i vanlig luft, men i till exempel vakuum, som i rymden, är det inte
alls på det sättet. Där är i stället friktionen och nötningen mycket hög.
Självklart skulle man vilja ha ett material som ger låg friktion och nöts
mycket långsamt i alla miljöer. Tyvärr verkar det ännu inte finnas något, och
därför försöker man att tillverka nya material med de rätta egenskaperna. För
att förstå hur ett material skall var beskaffat för att ha de rätta egenskaperna
måste man först förstå vad det är som gör att friktionen och nötningen
varierar så mycket mellan olika miljöer.
Därför har vi gjort olika testbitar av diamant och sedan gnidit dem mot
varandra i miljöer som vi vet ger olika friktion. Under tiden mäter man
friktionen och efteråt tittar man på ytorna och analyserar ytan med
avancerade instrument för att försöka förstå vad som har hänt i de olika
fallen. Såvitt vi nu förstår så är diamant faktiskt ett ”högfriktionsmaterial”,
men som är mycket effektivt på att maskera sin höga friktion med hjälp av
atomer och molekyler som kan reagera kemiskt med ytan.
Vi har också undersökt några material som kan ge mycket låg friktion
under de betingelser där diamant ger hög friktion. Det visar sig att deras
friktion ökar i de miljöer där diamant ger låg friktion, och av samma
anledningar som diamantens friktion är låg.
För att kunna skapa ett material som alltid ger låg friktion måste man
alltså kombinera de goda egenskaperna för respektive material i ett enda
material. Detta är ett arbete som vi redan påbörjat.
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